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Your Comment
The zoom thing was a complete joke, I sat and listened, the people talking nearly put
me to sleep, the fact that people do not see what needs to be done is part of the
problems we are facing, the answers are internal, not external. We have the SWRPP
we have the solar grids we have all the rooftops and parking lots for a massive
independent solar grid, we need to stop playing nice and asking for what we do not
need, and for once do what's long overdue. It's 2021 and people are talking like it's
1998, that is ridiculous for one thing.
We do not need the Yaphank Plants we do not need more development we need to use
what we have and start to bring the costs down, Right now the state is considering
passing what will be the state's largest power grid project since the 1980s. the SWRPP
RMA, which when passed would transform not only the long island's power grid but its
tax base its welfare costs and bring the island into the modern era. PSEGLI needs to
go, having a for-profit corporation in charge of a public utility is equal to having Nestle in
charge of the water, or Exxon Mobil in charge of heating, it contradicts the point.
We need to focus on what we have already and take the technology that is available
and put it to good use. such as micro girds, hydrothermal, and such PSEG like Altice
deserve to pay for their mistakes. The cost of upgrading the grid to where we need to be
is no less than three hundred and fifty million over twenty years, we are in a dot com
world while powering it on an eight-track system. Talk is cheap actions are expensive.
which is why no one is a man of their word when it counts. I am personally willing and
open to having a real and direct conversation without the pointless rhetoric.

